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ABSTRACT

The New Zealand educational system is at
the beginning of the largest redevelopment of
educational infrastructure the country has ever
undertaken. In 2013, the Minister of Education
announced $1.1 billion would be spent on the
redevelopment of schools within Christchurch,
with $200-400 million annually for further
developments in other parts of the country. Such
a large investment into school infrastructure
creates an opportunity to reconceptualise the way
schools look and function.
This project explores how to create
Innovative Learning Environments for a primary
school by taking learning research into teaching
spaces and design elements and combining it
with contemporary pedagogy to create future
focused learning environments for 21st century
learning.
This will be articulated through the
redevelopment of an Auckland school which has
been identified by the Ministry of Education for
development in the coming years.
The goal is to create an environment that
supports and promotes a highly effective, future
focused, learning community.
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RESEARCH QUESTION
How can design elements and spaces be combined with
cotemporary educational pedagogy to develop highly effective,
future focused, Innovative Learning Environments, in a primary
school setting?

1.

INTRODUCTION
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1.1

OUTLINING THE ISSUE

A large earthquake, in 2011 destroyed much of
Christchurch and damaged many of its schools.
The Minister of Education, Hon. Hekia Parata,
announced in November 2013 that $1.137
billion would be spent on schools in the greater
Christchurch region.1 This investment will be
spent over the next 10 years and will include the
development, or redevelopment, of 115 schools,
including the construction or replacement of 1200
teaching spaces and the repair of 1200 more. By
the end of the project 80% of the schools in the
greater Christchurch area will meet core Innovative
Learning Environment (ILE), previously known as
Modern Learning Environments (MLE), standards
and all schools within the region will have at least
some ILE spaces.
1 Ministry of Education, “Property Programme,” Shaping
Education: Future Direction, accessed September 28, 2015,
http://shapingeducation.govt.nz/2-0-future-direction-of-education/property-programme

These changes are not just limited to the
Christchurch region. In the years since this first
announcement there have also been another $200
to $400 million announced annually for educational
developments in other parts of the country.2 This
is the largest redevelopment of the educational
infrastructure the country has ever seen, and
will shape the way New Zealand experiences
education for generations to come. It therefore
becomes extremely important that the design
of these ‘Innovative Learning Environments’ is
able to provide maximum learning benefits and
efficiently cater to teaching and learning pedagogy
both now and in the future.
2 Hekia Parata, “Schools, Buildings-Funding.” New
Zealand Parliament, April 28, 2015, accessed September
28, 2015, http://www.parliament.nz/en-nz/pb/business/
qoa/51HansQ_20150428_00000004/4-schools-buildings—
funding

The state of education in New Zealand is something
that affects everyone who lives here. At some
point everyone has been through the education
system and, for most people, their children will
also end up going through the education system.
A person’s school years are also a time for which
people hold great sentimentality and attachment.
As a result the education system, and how
schools function, is a topic which most people feel
strongly about and can polarize people in their
views on how education should be, and is being,
delivered. For these reasons, any changes to the
education system are taken very personally by
people, and any change in education is generally
met with much debate. This debate, alongside
political pressures and people’s conservative
nature with regard to change, has the potential

of resulting in both the education system, and
schools, lagging behind contemporary knowledge
on teaching and learning. However, worldwide
education is currently under the spotlight3 and, as
a result, in the short to midterm future the New
Zealand educational system is likely to undergo
some quite radical changes.
3

OECD Innovative Learning Environments
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Changes
to the New Zealand education
infrastructure has been fast tracked as a result
of the Christchurch earthquake and the need to
rebuild a large number of schools in a short period
of time. The current move to innovative learning
environments and away from the more traditional
single cell classrooms comes alongside mounting
international evidence about the types of spaces
and teaching practices that are considered most
effective. One such report, Innovative Learning
Environments, was published in 2013. This report
was the most comprehensive ever produced and
compiled research from 125 examples of schools
from more than 20 countries, including 40 in-

depth case studies.4 This paper was identified by
the New Zealand Ministry of Education as being
the key research that informed the development
of the New Zealand approach to innovative
learning environments.5 The paper focuses not
only on the built form of environments but also
the pedagogical core at the heart of innovative
learning environments. The paper suggests that
rethinking of the core elements of pedagogy, such
as; what it means to be a learner and educator,
4 OECD, Innovative Learning Environments (Paris, France:
OECD, 2013), 11.
5 Ministry of Education, “Innovative Learning Environments,” accessed September 28, 2015, http://www.mle.
education.govt.nz/home/innovative-learning-environments

learning content, and resources is fundamental
to creating innovation within any learning
environment.6 It also identifies key principles
that are necessary to create the most effective
learning spaces and suggests the spaces
should:
• make learning and engagement central
• ensure learning is social and often
collaborative
• be highly attuned to learners and
motivations and emotions
• be acutely sensitive to individual
differences
• promote horizontal connectedness
across activities and subjects in and out
of school.
6

OECD Innovative Learning Environments

Other research into the design and architectural
components of classrooms shows that the
learning environments account for a 16%
difference in the learning outcomes of students
when comparing an average student in a welldesigned environment to one that is in a poorly
designed environment.7 8 The factors that affect
the 16% difference are not just tangible factors,
such as lighting, temperature, acoustics and air
quality; they also include more intangible factors
such as flexibility, creating a sense of ownership,
individualism and connection.
7 .Peter Barrett, et al., Clever Classrooms: Summary Report of the HEAD Project (Salford, Manchester: University of
Salford Press, 2015), 14-15.
8 . Irfan Mushtaq and Shabana Nawaz Khan, “Factors
Affecting Students Academic Performance,” Global journal of
Management and Business research 12, no. 9 (2012),.

This is not to say that all these elements described
in this research cannot be achieved in single cell
classrooms. However, the single cell rooms were
not designed to cater for them. The majority of
single cell classrooms were designed between
1950 and 1970 to cater for the objectivist learning
pedagogy predominant at the time.
This research project explores how to
best design a primary / intermediate school with
regards to its design elements and its teaching
spaces, to maximize the potential of the school to
face changes to teaching and learning pedagogies
and develop the types of spaces that will optimize
the changes to teaching and learning practice that
are happening within New Zealand schools.
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1.2

AIMS

The aims of this study are to
Design a primary / intermediate school with spaces
optimised for innovative learning environments
by re-examining; the role of flexibility within the
learning space, and the current way it is being
designed for.
Design for a more comprehensive range of design
elements proven to have significant positive effect
on learning outcomes.
Design for a more comprehensive range of
learning spaces that are shown to help facilitate
learning and teaching pedagogy which improves
learning outcomes, and enhances the possibilities
for a positive educational experience for the
children.
Engage with non-architectural factors that
demonstrate having a significant effect on
enhancing learning outcomes.

1.3

SCOPE + LIMITATIONS

This project will design a primary school for Year
1 to 6 students, situated within Auckland, New
Zealand, accommodating approximately 800
students.
The strict budgets for primary schools
will not be a primary concern of this project, but
at the same time the project will aim avoid being
frivolous in design by not adding expensive
elements that do not add educational value. The
project intends to create spaces that will provide
maximum learning potential.
Basic
ICT
(Information
and
Communication Technology) will not feature
significantly as part of the design of the school.
Innovative Learning Environments are intended
to be future focused, so the project makes the
assumption that technology will continue to move
away from being space consuming and immobile
and into more mobile and dynamic forms as it is
currently doing. As a result of this assumption
seemingly outdated or obsolete spaces, such as

ICT suites, will not be designed. The design of the
school will be based on the assumption that Wi-Fi
is available in all areas.
Wireless technology allows schools much more
flexibility in how they use their buildings, for
instance how they deliver ICT skills, where they
position their computers and whether they provide
ICT facilities in less formal areas.9
ICT developments will be in areas such as
makerspaces and charging stations for portable
devices.
There will also be a kindergarten on
the site of the school. However, this will not be
developed in detail only massed into the site.

9 Alison Wadsworth, ed., Briefing Framework for Primary
School Projects Building Bulletin, 99 ([London]: Department
for Education and Skills, 2006), 19.
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VOCABULARY

1.4
The vocabulary and terms that are sometimes
used within both the educational and design fields
(and design implications behind these terms)
can result in miscommunications both when
educators are talking to other educators as well
as when educators are talking to designers. This
can be seen in educational papers when terms
such as ‘breakout space,’ can be used to describe
non-educational relief areas within a school. The
term can also be used to describe smaller, quieter
learning spaces which are connected to a main
learning area. Similarly, the term ‘flexibility’ can be
used differently in education and design fields to

describe both the ability for a space to deal with
multiple teaching styles and the ability of a space
to accommodate programmatic and furniture
changes.
Other miscommunications can arise between
different fields of expertise with the prioritisation
and significance of new elements. It is important
to consider that often the most important changes
that are happening in one profession are not
necessarily the most significant in another.
Take, for example, the design ideas of flexibility
and ownership:

For teachers
Flexibility in spaces and building design for
multiple teachers in one space is something
that is generally very new and is a significant
professional change. In discussions with
designers this will likely be the thing that is at the
forefront of the educational professional’s mind.
However, an idea like providing students with a
sense of ownership of the space they are in is
something that teachers have developed for a
long time, and it is likely teachers will think that
they are able to continue doing this.

For architects
Designing for flexibility is something that is
relatively familiar to the skill set of most architects,
as designing flexible office spaces has been
commonplace for over 30 years. Yet, trying to
design a space for multiple programs and user
groups that helps to provide a sense of ownership
over the space for students is a much more
complex problem and something that is much
less likely to be familiar to the architect. It is the
ability of the architect to understand these kinds of
disconnects that may occur in the design process
that will help them to provide spaces that not
only facilitate learning but also provide learning
environments that actively assist teachers in
providing the best possible educational outcomes
for the students.

Designers and educators may often use the same
words, but can be speaking completely different
languages. Due to the possible misconceptions
that can arise, this paper will aim to examine and
analyse the elements of vocabulary used and
clearly define them. This should help prevent
these types of misconceptions that can prevent
spaces from being optimised for educational
benefits.
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2.

THE NOTION OF 21ST
CENTURY LEARNING
FIG. 2
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2.1

CHILDREN AND LEARNING
In order to best understand how to design
something that is new or innovative it is important
to look at the past to understand how ideas and
concepts have changed over time.
Children will always learn, people will
always learn, learning is something so inherent
to people. It is part of what makes us human, this
is particularly true of children who are discovering
new phenomena and making sense of the world.
Children will always learn. They learn
early on by play. They learn on the
streets and in classrooms, they learn
from peers and from teachers. They
learn from television and Internet
and from books. Sometimes they
learn things we wish they had not
learned. They will learn to compete
or cooperate, fear or trust, join or
isolate, but they will learn – it’s in
their genes.10
10 O’Donnell Wicklund Pigozzi & Peterson and Bruce
Mau, The Third Teacher: 79 Ways you can use Design to
Transform Teaching and Learning (New York, NY : Abrams,
2010), 14.

Therefore, when considering the inherent nature
of children to learn, it is important for teachers
and designers alike to embrace the old mantra of
“do no harm.” If a child learns that “learning” and
education are something not to be enjoyed, but
rather something to be endured, it is something
that will likely stay with them for much of their
formative years, if not the rest of their life. The
same is true if their education is outdated or
presented in a way that is in dissonance with how
they interact in the real world.
The goal for educationist and designers
should be to create an environment that excites
children to learn, to inquire, and to create. The
environment should be one that is designed to
stimulate curiosity, promote engagement and
have the practical elements so that students can
work either individually or collaboratively to make
meaning through active, creative and authentic,
learning experiences.
This is something that has never
been truer than in the age of the internet, the
‘Knowledge, or Information Age’. In the age of
computers and the internet, teachers, whether
at school or at home (as parents), are no longer
the sole harbourers or purveyors of knowledge.

Children are learning in a world where the entire
wealth of human knowledge is, quite literally, at
their fingertips.
In a world where information is everywhere,
there is a paradigm shift in learning11. If the goal of
education is to equip students with the knowledge
and skills to thrive and succeed in the world, the
most equipped student is no longer the student
who is best able to just recall information and
facts. The best equipped student is now the one
who is most effectively able to locate the relevant
information and then apply it to any given situation.
So, in a world in which the things we learn and the
skills we need are inherently different it would be
a fallacy to blindly believe that they could still be
taught most effectively in spaces designed for a
fundamentally different system. Today’s learning
spaces need to be designed for students who are
confident, connected, actively involved, lifelong
learners, who are not just users but are creators
of knowledge12.
11 Paul Baepler, D. Christopher Brooks and J.D. Walker,
Active Learning Spaces (Hoboken, NJ, John Wiley & Sons,
2014), 10
12 Ministry of Education, The New Zealand Curriculum
(Wellington, NZ: Learning Media Limited, 2007).

FIG. 3 Children learning together
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2.2

LOOKING TO THE PAST

Historically, “Public education came about
primarily to meet the needs of the industrial
revolution in the 18th and 19th century, the current
model doesn’t just represent the interests of
the industrial model, it embodies it.”13 While this
statement by Ken Robinson about the United
States of America’s educational system may not
be still true of the pedagogies in New Zealand
it appears very relevant when talking about the
spaces in which these pedagogies are used. The
majority of school buildings in New Zealand were
built between 1950 and 1970 when the goals and
needs of education were vastly different from
today. The spaces were designed to promote
and facilitate the values of control, uniformity and
obedience, rather than collaboration, personalised
learning and problem solving.
There have been more than just changes
to our society and the environment in which
learning takes place. There have also been
dramatic changes in our understanding of how the
brain learns. By looking at how the brain learns,
and the psychology of the mind, we can get a clear
understanding of how we need to change the
teaching and learning process in learning spaces.
Looking at the theories of learning in psychology
13 Ken Robinson, interview quoted in O’Donnell Wicklund
Pigozzi & Peterson and Mau, The Third Teacher, 56.

from the past we can see that, in the same way
that many of the psychological theories of the
past are now considered incomplete or obsolete,
so too the learning spaces designed for these
theories may also now be considered obsolete or
deficient for today’s needs.
The classroom spaces that were created
in the 20th century were designed to support the
delivery of learning theory that was known as
Objectivist Learning. The concept of objectivist
learning can be likened to a student being an
empty vessel and a teacher then pouring in
knowledge. During this process the child is meant
to learn and retain the information that the teacher
decides is relevant and important 14. This style of
teaching has a very clear hierarchy of knowledge.
The knowledge departs from the teacher, who
knows everything, to the student, who knows
little, or nothing, and the student must pay close
attention to the teacher to gain the information.
This is commonly referred to in education as the
“sage on a stage” approach.
Design of the classrooms in the 19th and
th
20 Centuries reflect this theory of learning. The
spaces are designed for the teacher to stand in

front of the classroom and dictate content to the
students with the desks arranged to face the front
so the students can receive the content.15
Almost all school buildings in New Zealand were
designed to cater to this approach. The objectivist
theory of teaching and pedagogy has strong ties
with the behaviourist theory of learning that was
also predominant during the 20th Century.
Behaviourist theories became predominant
in the latter half of the 20th century. Behaviourist
theory is the idea that learning is the result of an
input or stimuli that results in action in the recipient
of the stimuli, a theory made famous by Ivan Pavlov
and his dogs. Pavlov realised that dogs would
salivate when food is present, so when he fed
the dogs he would also ring a bell. After a period
of time the dogs learnt to associate the bell with
food. As a result Pavlov was then able to make
the dogs salivate by purely ringing the bell. This
was later combined with ideas of reinforcement
and punishment to increase, or decrease, the
occurrence of desired traits 16. This was the
formative basis of the scientific understanding of the
learning process at the time. Learning was thought
of in the same way that you might train a dog to

do something. Ideas of punishment were also
seen in schools when students were punished for
misbehaving. As learning was thought to be like
training the educational content at the time was
also based on a lot of memory work, rote learning
and regurgitation of information.
With the models of learning and teaching
at the time both revolving around ideas of teacher
as font of knowledge, control, uniformity, discipline
and hierarchy, the single cell style of classroom
was a natural response to these theories.

14 Dorian Peters, Interface Design for Learning: Design
Strategies for Learning Experiences (San Francisco, CA:
New Riders, 2014), 12.

15
16

FIG. 4 Mid 20th century teaching

Ibid.
Ibid., 15.

FIG. 5 Mid 20th century classroom arrangment
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2.3

THE CURRENT STATE OF LEARNING

Moving to the present; our understanding of
learning is much more complex and nuanced,
and is increasing at an exponential rate. Our
understanding of learning is no longer based on
ideas of training and discipline nor on concepts
that children are empty vessels that need to be
filled. Learning is now seen as a much more
active process. As mentioned previously children
will learn no matter what. They try and understand
the world around them with whatever is available
to them. This is in line with more current theories
and understanding of how we learn. The theory
that is most pervasive in terms of current
education is that of Constructivist learning theory.
Constructivist theory sees individuals as active
constructors of their own knowledge based on
their interactions with the world around them. It

also sees knowledge not as something static
that can merely be passed on from one person
to another, but as something dynamic that is
constantly being adapted and built upon both
individually and socially.
Constructivists argue that when we learn, we’re not
simply empty sponges absorbing facts, but rather
we’re constructing our own knowledge of the world
based on personal experiences and reflections on
those experiences. Therefore, knowledge, rather
than being an objective matchup with reality, is
an individual’s interpretation and construction
based on a unique collection of past experiences,
prior knowledge, and ways of interpreting things,
this philosophy of knowledge spawned classic
constructivist learning theory.17
17

Ibid., 24.

For example, to develop understanding of how
an electrical circuit works, a constructivist teacher
might get a student to create a machine that
uses all the components of an electrical circuit
to function, and then discuss how the machine
works, rather than just simply draw a diagram of
an electrical circuit. This is to build on a student’s
ability to interpret information and then forces
them to combine their own prior knowledge with
new ideas in order to formulate an alternate (new)
way of thinking. Doing so improves the ability to
construct and retain new knowledge, as well as
reinforcing the old knowledge.

FIG. 6 Student creating an electrical circuit
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2.4

INNOVATIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

After the earthquake in Christchurch in 2011
the New Zealand government realised they had
a unique opportunity to redevelop a very large
number of schools and in a short period of time.
This resulted in the promotion of the development
of innovative learning environments as part of the
Christchurch schools rebuild. Innovative learning
environments appear to be the New Zealand
Ministry of Education’s attempt to develop a
model of learning environment that deals with
many of the issues that constrained enhancing
educational pedagogical development in older
classrooms.

“MLEs have been defined by the Ministry of
Education as a “flexible quality learning space,
including adequate acoustics, lighting, heating
and ventilation” as well as a “tool [that] encourages
schools to think creatively about the way they
teach, and introduces ‘breakout spaces’ – spaces
where students can work independently, or cross
classroom, in an informal environment.”18
18 Ministry of Education, “Modern Learning Environments,”
accessed 2014, www.minedu.govt.nz/NZEducation/EducationPolicies/Schools/PropertyToolBox/StateSchools/Design/
ModernLearningEnvironment/MLEDQLSStandards.aspx
quoted in Jo-Anne Bissett,“The Move to Modern Learning
Environments in New Zealand Secondary Schools: Step
Forward or Smokescreen?” (master’s thesis, Unitec, 2014), 1.

Innovative learning environments will be designed
to cater to the types of spaces and requirements
needed for 21st century learning and will facilitate
the core learning and teaching concepts the
Ministry of Education intends for schools to
pursue in the future, concepts such as active
learning and co-teaching. “A learning environment
may be understood to be the complete physical,
social and pedagogical context in which learning
is intended to occur.

FIG. 7 Example of an innovative learning environment

FIG. 8 Example of an innovative learning environment

FIG. 9 Example of an innovative learning environment
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2.4.1

ACTIVE LEARNING

Active learning is an umbrella term that refers to
teaching and learning pedagogy with the focus
around actively involving the student in their
own learning process. Active learning revolves
around the idea of getting students to engage with
meaningful learning activities as well as getting
them to think about why they are doing those
activities and assessing in an ongoing manner
how successful they are in achieving their desired
goals.19 Active learning is commonly contrasted
to more traditional pedagogy such as objectivist
learning where students more passively receive
information from the teachers (these theories
come under the umbrella of passive learning).
Active learning is a key element which underpins
the predominant pedagogy of recent times, so it
is critical for new school and classroom design
to cater to more active teaching and learning
approaches.

19 Center for Faculty Excellence, “Classroom Activities for
Active Learning,” last modified November 2009, http://cfe.
unc.edu/files/2014/08/FYC2.pdf

FIG. 10 Active learning in practice
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2.4.2

CO-TEACHING

Co-teaching can be defined as two or more
teachers who share responsibility for a group of
students within a single workspace with a shared
teaching approach which includes the pooling of
resources and joint accountability. These two or
more teachers will work together to plan teach
assess and interact with the students.20
While the majority of the issues that determine
the success of co-teaching are more to do with
the professional development of the teachers and
upskilling them to teach in this fundamentally new
style, designing spaces that promote collegial
teaching and cater for multiple teachers is very
20 Marilyn Friend and Lynne Cook, Interactions: Collaboration Skills for School Professionals 6th ed., (Upper Saddle
River, NJ: Pearson Education, 2010) cited in Matt Bush, Vic
Hygate and Neill O’Reilly, “Literature Review for Staff and
Website,” accessed August 10, 2015, http://www.waitakiri.
school.nz/site/waitakirischool/Literature%20review%20
for%20staff%20and%20website.pdf

important to enhancing educational outcomes.
The spaces also need to allow for various styles
of co-teaching, as with more traditional teaching
styles there is no single method which is the be
all and end all. The approaches to co-teaching
depend on the requirements of the teaching and
learning context at the time and are situational.
There are four main styles of co-teaching that
have been found to be successful.21
Different groups of teachers prefer
different methods. As teachers, as well as
pedagogy, will change over time, it is important
that classroom design is agile and flexible and
able to facilitate a range of co-teaching styles.

21 Richard Villa, “Effective Co-teaching Strategies,” accessed September 20, 2015, http://www.teachhub.com/effective-co-teaching-strategies

FIG. 11

Supportive co-teaching

Supportive co-teaching
One teacher takes a lead role and the others
rotate amongst the students offering support and
answering questions.

FIG. 12 Parallel co-teaching
Parallel co-teaching
Teachers instruct different groups of students at
the same time.

FIG. 13

Complementary co-teaching

Complementary co-teaching
One teacher performs a complementary activity to
assist another teacher. For example, one teacher
may draw diagrams or pictures to illustrate the
idea that the other teacher is talking about.

FIG. 14

Team teaching

Team teaching
Both teachers are teaching alongside each other
and working together.
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3.

EXAMPLES OF 21
CENTURY LEARNING
ST

Precedent review

Looking at different schools and approaches
Innovative learning environments are flexible learning spaces intended to allow teachers to teach in more flexible,
innovative and creative ways, which will provide enhanced learning outcomes for students. While all innovative
learning environments have this common goal, there are taking many different forms and layouts to achieve this
desired flexibility.
FIG. 15
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3.1

MARINA VIEW SCHOOL

FIG. 16 Traditional single cell classroom

Marina View School is a full primary school
catering to Year 1-8 co-ed students. It was
established in 1987 and is fairly typical of the large
majority of school in New Zealand. It is made up
mostly of single cell classrooms. However, it has
some classrooms, built in 2011 that vary slightly
from the true single cell classroom model.
The spaces of the single cell rooms are
closed off and separated from each other, allowing
no meaningful relationship between two adjacent
classrooms. The internal spaces within these
rooms are generally quite prescriptive and well
defined. As the spaces are completely enclosed
they do not have any meaningful connection
to the outdoors, and are raised off the ground,
preventing any possible changes that could be
made to improve this.
The room structure is typical of a single storey
wooden building with the load bearing elements
being found in exterior walls. This means it would

FIG. 17 Single cell / innovative learning hybrid

require significant structural work to make these
spaces more interconnected. Some schools are
knocking down walls between two single cell
classrooms like these. However, the structural
design of the rooms makes it very expensive. The
circulation space is on the exterior of the building,
so one must walk outside to enter another room.
The single cell rooms of the school are
a very typical example of a school built in the
mid to late1900s with spaces that were designed
to be occupied by 25-35 students and a single
teacher. The changes proposed by the Ministry of
Education for innovative learning environments in
recent years are a direct response to this single
cell style and the restrictions to progressive
pedagogy it presents.
In 2011, six classrooms were redeveloped
to deal with weathertightness issues. These new
rooms differ from true single cell classrooms in
that they have large glass sliders that make up

part of the wall between classrooms, allowing for
a degree of integration and connection between
classes. There are also wet areas (an area with
floor surfaces, taps and sinks that facilitate after
class clean up) shared between two adjacent
classrooms, which allow a connection between
classes during the Art and Science based
learning commonly occurring in these wet areas.
These sliding doors theoretically also act as a
possible internal circulation that could be used to
move around between spaces. Yet, in practice,
students still go outside and walk between spaces
that way. This is because the spaces are still
defined and separated enough from each other.
These rooms are flush with the ground, so ability
of the students to access the outdoor spaces is
improved. It is spaces like this which acted as
an early experiment with the more open style of
classes now being designed.

FIG. 18 New block outdoor access

FIG. 20 New block axonometric

FIG. 19 Old block outdoor access
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3.2

STONEFIELDS SCHOOL

3.3 Stonefields School

FIG. 21 Stonefields innovative learning environment

Stonefields School opened its doors in February
2011 and was one of the first innovative learning
schools built in the country. It has been a
precedent / exemplar for many of the schools
built afterwards, particularly within the Auckland
region.
Stonefields’ newer learning block divides the
school into four learning spaces, each consisting
of three classes who share the one space.
These learning spaces are broken up through
the use of breakout spaces to create a range
of areas for different types of learning. Each of
the learning areas has a different shape and
orientation, allowing the school greater flexibility
in experimenting with how students of different
ages and learning abilities may work better in
different kinds of spaces.
Stonefields School provides flexible learning
spaces by having spaces that have no real fixed
programmatic function. While there are break
out areas and wet areas for Science (or Art), the
main teaching areas intentionally lack specific
programmatic guidance as the designers wanted
teachers to experiment with using spaces in

FIG. 22 Stonefields innovative learning environment

a variety of ways. The flexibility of the spaces
is largely created due to the large open plan
nature of the spaces, with the interior layouts of
these rooms largely dictated by furniture based
solutions. However, the spaces themselves are
fixed and the internal walls that are found within the
spaces, such as the breakout spaces, appear to
be load bearing. The learning environments allow
for adaptability through their open plan nature.
However this adaptability may be impacted by the
internal long bearing elements.
The indoor spaces have a strong connection
with the outdoor spaces through view line and
ease of access. The outdoor spaces may not
necessarily be considered outdoor learning
spaces; nevertheless the connection is still there,
allowing this to be something that could be further
developed at a later date. The effective use of
glazing not only creates strong view lines to the
outdoors, it is also important within the learning
spaces and permits the teachers to maintain
passive observation of the students from almost
all areas of the room giving greater possibilities in
how they choose to use the spaces.

How can design elements and spaces be combined with cotemporary educational pedagogy to
develop highly effective, future focused, Innovative Learning Environments, in a primary school
FIG. 23 Stonefields innovative learning environment axonometric
setting?
Abstract

Circulation around the school can be achieved
both outdoors and indoors with the large learning
areas all being connected together. Large glass
sliding doors allow possibilities for the school to
have even greater connecting between classes,
as well as providing an effective circulation path.
Having these connections able to be opened and
closed again allows greater flexibility of how these
spaces can be used.
The integration of some specialty rooms, such
as sound proof music rooms, is something that
Stonefields has that many other innovative
learning environments do not. Again, this gives
more flexibility to the ways a teachers could
integrate subjects like music within the core
curriculum if they so desired. However, this
integration between classroom to classroom and
into specialty rooms is not extended to the library.
Creating a connection between the library and
the main learning areas is something that could
have made the library and its resources more
accessible to teachers and students.

The New Zealand educational system is at
the beginning of the largest redevelopment of
educational infrastructure the country has ever
undertaken. In 2013, the Minister of Education
announced $1.1 billion would be spent on the redevelopment of schools within Christchurch, with
$200-400 million annually for further developments in other parts of the country. Such a large
investment into school infrastructure creates an
opportunity to reconceptualise the way schools
look and function.
This project explores how to create
Innovative Learning Environments for a primary
school by taking learning research into teaching
spaces and design elements and combining it
with contemporary pedagogy to create future
focused learning environments for 21st century
learning.
This will be articulated through the
redevelopment of an Auckland school which has
FIG. 24 Stonefields innovative learning environment plans
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3.3

add floor plan

HOBSONVILLE POINT PRIMARY

FIG. 25 Hobsonville Point innovative learning environment

Hobsonville Point Primary School opened in
February of 2013 and caters to Years 0-8 and has
a roll of 180 students.
The school is divided into nine main
learning spaces. The spaces in Hobsonville Point
Primary School seem to have more of a suggested
program to the areas in which teaching will occur,
than that seen in some other innovative learning
environment schools. This program is in no way
prescriptive like the previous generation of single
cell classrooms, yet an outsider could come into
the space and identify where the teachers would
likely set up their class for a lesson. However, in

FIG. 26 Hobsonville Point innovative learning environment

this case the flexibility of the learning spaces lies
in the fact that there are no boundaries between
any of the main learning areas, allowing free
movement between all areas of the school. This
provides groups with the option of quickly and
easily moving to areas that better suit their needs
at any given time.
The spaces largely use openness to
generate flexibility however there is enough built
form within the learning spaces that they would
be difficult to change in the event of the school
undertaking radical changes to its pedagogy.
While the school has been quite radically

progressive with its learning spaces all connected
without boundaries and will likely futureproof itself
for longer than other schools if the development
of the New Zealand curriculum continues in the
current manner. If there were significant changes
in the direction the Ministry of Education wants its
learning spaces go in the future, the fixed nature
of the construction may be a limiting factor.

FIG. 27 Hobsonville Point floorplan - Open space vs Closed rooms
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3.4

WAITĀKIRI SCHOOL

Waitākiri School was one of the first schools in
Christchurch to be redeveloped after the 2011
earthquake and caters to year 1-6 students. The
school has an initial roll of around 700 students
and the new facility will be ready for the start of
the 2016 school year.
The school will have six new learning
studios.22 Each of these studios is designed to
accommodate approximately 110 students, and 4
teachers with the potential of several additional
teacher aides (Learning Assistants). The learning
studios 470m2 floor area is a testament to the
increased floor to student ratio that is possible for
schools to achieve when designing innovative
learning environments, with these spaces
providing approximately 4.3m2 per student
compared with the approximately 3m2 allowance
seen in a standard single cell, 70m2, room and 25
students.
The six studios are identical spaces.
Each studio contains two small and one large
break out space, a teaching space, resource
room and a toilet, as well as the main teaching
area. While the perimeter of the studio is a

22 Waitākiri School, “Waitākiri School: New Beginnings in
2015,” accessed August 3, 2015, http://www.waitakiri.school.
nz/site/waitakirischool/SchoolBuildingPlansPresentationPrint.
pdf

square, due to the positioning of the other spaces,
the main learning area forms an L shape which
provides more opportunities for varied teaching
styles than a square space would. The day to
day flexibility of the space comes from its large,
open plan, main teaching space. The studios also
effectively deal with the need for adaptability in
the future as they were designed in such a way
that all the structural loading is confined to the
exterior walls and spanned by large trusses in
the roof. In contrast to how this is a limiting factor
in single cell classrooms, as these spaces are
much larger it allows for the walls of the break
out rooms and other spaces to be easily removed
and reconfigured, if required, in the future with
significantly reduced costs as they are nonload bearing. The spaces could be changed to
deal with future changes in pedagogies or could
even be changed if the school later decides it
wants different kinds of spaces for children of
different ages. This structural feature will help
to ensure the space’s longevity and future proof
the buildings much better than other styles of
innovative learning environments. This idea is
something that could be effectively implemented
in other innovative learning environments.
The studios all face inwards toward a
courtyard space which will act as a space for

outdoor learning, as well as a play area at lunch,
or other break times. This space is capable of
accommodating a large number of students,
yet manages to maintain a sense of enclosure,
making it extremely enjoyable to occupy. The
courtyard space also acts as the main circulation
space between rooms. The school also has
a café that spills into the courtyard. The aim of
the café is to entice parents into coming into the
school grounds and hopes to create a better
rapport between; school leadership, teaching
staff and parents but also between students and
parents with the hope that parents become more
actively involved in their children’s education. By
having six separate blocks, as opposed to having
spaces connected together like in Stonefields and
Hobsonville Point School, it means that Waitākiri
School has better control over the heating, cooling
and air quality of the learning spaces. Having this
control is beneficial to the comfort of students and
staff.

How can design elements and spaces be combined with cotemporary educational pedagogy to
develop highly effective, future focused, Innovative Learning Environments, in a primary school
setting?
Abstract
The New Zealand educational system is at
the beginning of the largest redevelopment of
educational infrastructure the country has ever
undertaken. In 2013, the Minister of Education
announced $1.1 billion would be spent on the redevelopment of schools within Christchurch, with
$200-400 million annually for further developments in other parts of the country. Such a large
investment into school infrastructure creates an
opportunity to reconceptualise the way schools
look and function.
This project explores how to create
Innovative Learning Environments for a primary
school by taking learning research into teaching
spaces and design elements and combining it
with contemporary pedagogy to create future
focused learning environments for 21st century
learning.

FIG. 28 Waitākiri floor plan

FIG. 29 Waitākiri site plan

This will be articulated through the
redevelopment of an Auckland school which has
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3.5

WESTMERE PRIMARY SCHOOL

How can design elements and spaces be combined with
cotemporary educational pedagogy to develop highly effective, future focused, Innovative Learning Environments,
in a primary school setting?

Fig.30 Limited viewlines and circulation flow

The new innovative learning environment block
at Westmere Primary School opened in August
2015 and the school has a roll of approximately
650 Year 0-6 students.
The block is divided into upstairs and downstairs
areas. The upstairs area appears to be designed
in a way that will allow for a very diverse range
of teaching activities. The positioning of breakout
spaces divides the rooms in a way that allows for
a range of different learning activities to occur
in the space without interrupting each other.
The two learning families are connected in two
places. Internally they are connected through a
corridor space, which also provides access to
the toilet and storage room. Externally they are
connected through a deck space. Despite the fact
that the outdoor learning area could have been
developed further to make it a more successful
learning space in its own right and there could be
improved access to the outdoor area, the potential
it provides for more flexible use of the space is
very promising. The connections of these spaces

Abstract

allows them to be used separately as two smaller
learning families or if desired they could be used
together as one large learning family.
The downstairs area of Westmere has a similarly
versatile layout, but is less successful in terms of
the range of teaching flexibility. The positioning
of the breakout spaces can create a bit of a
disconnect between some parts of the main
learning area. The positioning of the toilets also
means that they are not as accessible directly
from the learning spaces as upstairs. One factor
with the downstairs spaces that may hinder
some teaching flexibility is the view lines into the
breakout rooms. The breakout rooms have a lot
less glazing than the other innovative learning
environments looked at previously. Being able to
maintain passive observation of all the students
in the class is important for teachers and the lack
of visibility may restrict the way that teachers
position themselves when teaching within the
learning families.

The New Zealand educational system is at the beginning
of the largest redevelopment of educational infrastructure
the country has ever undertaken. In 2013, the Minister of
Education announced $1.1 billion would be spent on the
redevelopment of schools within Christchurch, with $200400 million annually for further developments in other
parts of the country. Such a large investment into school
infrastructure creates an opportunity to reconceptualise
the way schools look and function.
This project explores how to create Innovative
Learning Environments for a primary school by taking
learning research into teaching spaces and design elements and combining it with contemporary pedagogy
to create future focused learning environments for 21st
century learning.
This will be articulated through the redevelopment of an Auckland school which has been identified by
the Ministry of Education for development in the coming
years.
Acknowledgements
XXX

1.1 The issue

Fig.31 Good view lines coverage and curculation flow
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3.6

PRECEDENT REVIEW FINDINGS

After examining a sample of innovative learning environments within New Zealand schools it becomes
apparent that there are two main ways that they are designing for flexibility within the spaces. The first
is through the strategic positioning of breakout spaces and other built form, to create good flow between
areas and a diverse range of teaching spaces. The second way flexibility is designed for is by creating open
plan spaces rather than through flexible architecture or other design interventions.
Another general trend that is noticeable is the underdevelopment of outdoor learning areas. While
Hobsonville Point School had designated outdoor learning areas, they did not act as an extension of the
main learning area. They were separated behind a heavy door that younger students found hard to open.
This is surprising and unfortunate when considering the open boundary-less nature of their internal learning
environment. While Stonefields, Westmere and Waitākiri all had spaces that opened out into landscaped
outdoor areas and playgrounds, there were not designated outdoor learning areas. The solution for
temperature and air quality appeared to be most successful with Waitākiri school’s design. Having individual
areas that can be controlled individually is a significant advantage in terms of providing comfort for students
and teachers.
FIG. 32 Marina View outdoor learning area

FIG. 33 Hobsonville Point outdoor learning area
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DESIGN ELEMENTS

Design elements within this paper are considered
to be factors for which designing is required,
that are not specific spaces. The factors will
be divided into two categories: tangible and
intangible. Tangible design elements are the
design elements which are able to be measured
and given a specific value such as temperature.
Intangible design elements are those elements,
such as flexibility, that cannot be measured.
“MLEs have been defined by the Ministry of
Education as a “flexible quality learning space,
including adequate acoustics, lighting, heating
and ventilation””23
23 Ministry of Education, “Modern Learning Environments,”
accessed 2014, www.minedu.govt.nz/NZEducation/EducationPolicies/Schools/PropertyToolBox/StateSchools/Design/
ModernLearningEnvironment/MLEDQLSStandards.aspx
quoted in Jo-Anne Bissett,“The Move to Modern Learning
Environments in New Zealand Secondary Schools: Step
Forward or Smokescreen?” (master’s thesis, Unitec, 2014), 1.

The New Zealand Ministry of Education has
identified four tangible elements; lighting, air
quality, temperature and acoustics24 as well as
one intangible design element, flexibility25. For
the tangible design elements, BRANZ (Building
Research Association of New Zealand) produced
a series of design guides for the Ministry of
Education Designing Quality Learning Spaces:
Lighting (2007), Designing Quality Learning
Spaces: Heating & Insulation (2007), Designing
Quality Learning Spaces: Ventilation & Indoor Air
Quality (2007), and Designing Quality Learning

24 Ministry of Education, “Designing Quality Learning
Spaces in Schools,” accessed 30 Sep. 2015, http://www.
education.govt.nz/school/property/state-schools/design-standards/flexible-learning-spaces/designing-quality-learning-spaces/
25 Ministry of Education, “Flexible Learning Spaces,”
accessed 30 Sep. 2015, http://www.education.govt.nz/school/
property/state-schools/design-standards/flexible-learning-spaces/

Spaces: Acoustics (2007). However, for the
intangible design element of flexibility the Ministry
has provided almost no information other than the
types of spaces a flexible learning environment
must contain.
In 2015, a team at the University of Salford,
headed by Peter Barrett, published a paper, Clever
Classrooms, which included one of the largest and
most comprehensive examinations of the design
elements affecting learning outcomes that has
ever been produced. The report discusses both
tangible and intangible elements. The findings of
the Clever Classrooms report will be compared
and contrasted to the design guides produced by
the Ministry of Education. The discussion will also
include findings from other studies regarding the
individual design elements.
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4.1

LIGHTING

The BRANZ design guide on lighting in schools
suggests that lighting has been found to have
profound benefits to one’s sense of both physical
and psychological comfort. These benefits go
much further than simply aiding the ability to see26.
This is also reflected in the Clever Classrooms
report.27
The BRANZ report states that good
quality lighting can have as much as a 20% effect
on learning outcomes, and that students prefer
natural over artificial lighting. Clever Classrooms
suggests that, wherever possible, natural lighting
should be the primary source of lighting within the
school environment. Natural lighting will, in many
instances, need to be supplemented by artificial
light, however, artificial lighting should always
take a secondary role.
Another paper Effects of School Design
on Student Outcomes Tanner provides evidence
that when good quality lighting is present it has
a significant influence on enhancing reading
vocabulary as well as science test scores28.

AIR QUALITY

FIG. 35 Poor lighting, limited natural light

FIG. 36 Poor lighting, Glare

4.2
The BRANZ design guide on air quality and the
Clever Classrooms report both discuss the need
for good air quality, as children are particularly
susceptible to poor air quality conditions due to
their higher metabolic and breathing rates29 30.
Clever Classrooms suggests that user controlled
systems are more ideal within school environments.
The effectiveness of user controlled systems is
increased when there a range of window heights
and sizes allow for more specific control.
Having rooms that have larger room
volumes can also play a significant role in reducing
the effects of pollutants such as carbon dioxide,
as these pollutants are less likely to have an effect
when there is a larger air volume.31 A separate
study by Bako-Biro in 2012 concluded that when
children are given problems that involve choice,
picture memory and word recognition, they
perform better at higher ventilation rates.32
29 BRANZ, Designing Quality Learning Spaces: Ventilation
& Indoor Air Quality (Porirua, N.Z.: BRANZ for the Ministry of
Education, 2007).
30 Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 20.
31 Ibid., 20
32 Z. Bako-Biro, et al., “Ventilation Rates in Schools and
Learning Performance,” in Proceedings of Clima 2007, “Wellbeing Indoors,” The 9th REHVA World Congress, Helsinki,
Finland, accessed September 10, 2015, http://www.inive.org/
members_area/medias/pdf/Inive%5Cclima2007%5CA08%5CA08B1434.pdf

26 BRANZ, Designing Quality Learning Spaces: Lighting
(Porirua, N.Z.: BRANZ for the Ministry of Education, 2007), 7.
27 Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 18.
28 C. Tanner, “Effects of School Design on Student
Outcomes,” Journal of Educational Administration, 47 no. 3
(2009): 394.
FIG. 37 Good lighting, natural light supplemented with artificial lights

FIG. 38 Good lighting, clear story natural light

TEMPERATURE

ACOUSTICS

4.3
The BRANZ guide discusses the idea that
students and teachers need to be comfortable
in their learning environments to reach their full
potential.33 A 2005 study by M. Mendell and G.
Heath concluded that when there is an increase in
temperature and humidity levels students report
feeling greater levels of discomfort, attention
levels, as well as performance, decrease due to
reduction in attention spans.34
Clever Classrooms suggests that the
most effective temperature control is achieved
when the learning spaces have controls, such
as thermostats, within the learning spaces
themselves. It is also beneficial for the teachers
and students to be able to control the temperature
themselves.35

4.4
The BRANZ guide highlights the fact that
background noise and reverberations have
the potential to create problems for learning,
particularly amongst younger students. It suggests
that younger students still have to develop the
skills necessary to differentiate between what
the teacher is saying and background noises.36
The study conducted by Clever Classrooms
concluded that, when there is clear and
comfortable auditory perception, in combination
with a reduction of background noise, an
improvement in communication between students
can be observed. These same factors also see an
improvement in working and learning efficiency.
They also noted that spaces with a higher length
to width ratio yield better acoustic results because
the pupils are closer to the teacher.37 Crandell and
Smaldino in their study indicated that acoustics are
a critical factor in the academic and psychosocial
development and success of students.38

33 BRANZ, Designing Quality Learning Spaces: Heating &
Insulation,” (Porirua, N.Z.: BRANZ for the Ministry of Education, 2007), 6.
34 M. Mendell and G. Heath, “Do Indoor Pollutants and
Thermal Conditions in Schools Influence Student Performance? A Critical Review of the Literature,” Indoor Air 15, no.
1 (2005): 27–52.
35 Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 22-23

36 BRANZ, Designing Quality Learning Spaces: Acoustics,
(Porirua, N.Z.: BRANZ for the Ministry of Education, 2007), 5.
37 Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 24.
38 Carl C. Crandell and Joseph J. Smaldino, “Classroom
Acoustics for Children with Normal Hearing and with Hearing
Impairment,” Language, Speech, and Hearing Services in
Schools 31 (2000): 362-370.
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4.5

FLEXIBILITY

The flexibility of a space is one of the most
significant factors in determining how a teacher
conducts teaching and learning experiences. In
Briefing Framework for Primary School Projects,
a guide for school design in the United Kingdom,
it is suggested that when designing a learning
environment the flexibility to allow for change must
be a key design requirement within the brief.39
Learning spaces that allow for a significant degree
of flexibility allow teachers to teach in a much
more versatile way, while learning spaces with low
39 Wadsworth, ed., Briefing Framework for Primary School
Projects, 21.

4.5.1
flexibility can constrict the way that teachers teach
and can confine learning to specific areas of the
room. The New Zealand Ministry of Education has
described Innovative Learning Environments as a
“tool [that] encourages schools to think creatively
about the way they teach”40 and identifies having
more versatile spaces as being desirable.
40 Ministry of Education, “Modern Learning Environments,”
accessed 2014, www.minedu.govt.nz/NZEducation/EducationPolicies/Schools/PropertyToolBox/StateSchools/Design/
ModernLearningEnvironment/MLEDQLSStandards.aspx
quoted in Jo-Anne Bissett,“The Move to Modern Learning
Environments in New Zealand Secondary Schools: Step
Forward or Smokescreen?” (master’s thesis, Unitec, 2014), 1.

FLEXIBILITY VIA BUILT
FORM

There are more ways a space can be designed
to be flexible other than just being very open.
Solutions such as using built form may be able
to better cater to elements proven to assist with
enhancing learning programmes. Built form in
this instance refers to the use of walls, or other
architectural elements, used within a learning
environment. A good example of this can be seen
in the upper learning space of Westmere Primary
School where breakout spaces and storage areas
are used to divide the room into different learning
zones.
Extra walls within a learning environment
have the benefit of creating more learning zones
within a room, allowing teachers to be more flexible
where and how they set up their lessons. Also,

when built with materials that have good acoustic
properties, background noise within a room can
be significantly reduced. However, built form has
its down side too. Learning spaces that use built
form can lack adaptability. Designing spaces that
are able to adapt to changes in pedagogy and
teaching styles in the future is very important.
“An innovative environment is one that is capable
of evolving and adapting as educational practices
evolve and change – thus remaining future
focused.”41
Many of the walls used in the innovative learning
environments that create flexibility through built
form are load bearing walls, which means altering
the spaces in the future is costly and difficult.
41 Ministry of Education, “Innovative Learning Environments,” accessed July 24, 2015, http://mle.education.govt.nz/
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4.5.2

Fig.39 Three glased walls and
one normal wall

Fig.40 Three glased walls
and one normal wall + two
interior walls

FLEXIBILITY VIA
OPENNESS

Open planning is a method which has been
embraced in office designs since the 1950s and,
for many situations, is a cost effective way of
creating flexibility. However, issues begin to arise
when you consider that the notion of flexibility
is defined differently in the education field than
it is in the architectural realm. Flexibility, in the
educational sense, is talking about the ability of
a space to be able to cater for a diverse range of
teaching methods and group sizes, whereas the
architectural notion of flexibility refers to spaces
which are able to adapt to changes in layout and
program.
An example of differences between
architectural and educational flexibility can be
seen in Fig.39 and Fig.40, both spaces have
three glazed exterior walls and one normal
exterior wall. Fig.39 is significantly more open
than Fig.40 and would provide greater flexibility
in the architectural sense for changes to furniture
layout and future program changes. However, it
could limit the way that a teacher may use the
space. Any teaching activity that would require the
use of a normal wall such as using a whiteboard,
data projector and pinning up children’s work is

OTHER ASPECTS OF
FLEXIBILITY

4.5.3
confined to a single area. In comparison Fig.40
is a less open area reducing the options for
architectural flexibility within the space, but extra
internal wall space and teaching zones gives the
teacher more options where and how they deliver
their learning activities. While open plan spaces
give possibilities for greatly increased flexibility
in terms of furniture lay out, it is not necessarily
the method which provides the most educational
flexibility. The example above is indicative of the
research undertaken by a team at University of
Salford who concluded that teaching flexibility
is dictated more by window, door and storage
elements than it is by the openness of a room.42
The ideas of architectural flexibility and
educational flexibility are not necessarily the
same and, while it is possible for these ideas to
successfully work together, they are ideas that
are not intrinsically linked or mutually inclusive of
each other.

The research performed by Clever Classrooms
suggests that rooms having more complex floor
plans and more varied shapes tend to provide
better spaces for younger pupils. Younger
students also tend to benefit from spaces that
have a larger number of different learning zones.
With older students, larger more rectangular
room shapes with fewer different learning zones
are preferred.43 Their research also suggests
having alternative learning areas, such as
breakout spaces, which connect directly to the
core teaching and learning areas has a positive
impact on learning. However, when these
breakout spaces are detached from learning
spaces, for example down a corridor, they are
not seen to be particularly effective.
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4.6

INFLUENCE OF OTHER
DESIGN ELEMENTS

The factors of light, air quality, temperature,
heating and flexibility make up a significant
portion of the elements shown to significantly
impact learning. However, while flexibility is the
only intangible factor required by the Ministry
of Education it is not the only intangible factor
found to have a major impact on student learning
outcomes. In other research papers intangible
design elements such as; creating a sense of
ownership, complexity, colour, a link to nature
and connection are all shown to have significant
positive effects on students’ learning outcomes.44
Despite this, they are not mentioned at all in the
Ministry of Education requirements for Innovative
Learning Environments. In order to create learning
environments that maximise the potential learning
benefit of their occupants these other elements
need to be included as part of the design brief.

Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 30.
44

42 Peter Barrett, et al., Optimal Learning Spaces: Design
implications for Primary School (Salford, Manchester: University of Salford Press, 2009), 25.

Ibid., 41.
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FIG. 42 Too much colour and complexity

A SENSE OF OWNERSHIP

4.7
The research contained in the Clever Classrooms
report indicated that the personalisation of
space can play a key role in the development of
an individual’s sense of identity as well as their
sense of self-worth .45 The report also suggests
that spaces with a higher degree of intimacy
and personalisation are better for absorbing and
recalling information. It has been found that when
work from student projects, and other intellectual
engagements, is displayed students are more
likely to participate and become involved in other
classroom activities.46 Designing classrooms with
distinctive designs or particular characteristics is
seen to be beneficial. This can be achieved by
using unique design elements or even by using
floor plan shapes that differ from the standard
box shapes (such as L or T shaped floor plans).
Including other personal elements such as
lockers or named draws is another way of adding
personalisation.47 Also, giving students flexibility
and personal choice in seating and workspace
options gives students a sense of ownership in
the learning process.

4.8

COMPLEXITY

Clever Classrooms suggests that when diverse,
novel or atypical, elements are introduced into a
space a visual complexity is created which then can
positively affect mental stimulation.48 However, they
acknowledge that there is still a degree of debate
around whether more or less mental stimulation
provides the most benefit. Clever Classrooms
research strongly suggested that the effects are
curvilinear. Having too much or too little visual
complexity can result in spaces that are detrimental
to learning outcomes. They also suggest a general
rule of thumb that 20% to 50% of available wall
space should be kept clear .49
The difficulty with utilising visual complexity
to support learning is in finding the right balance for
a particular space. Elements such as the shape of
the floor plan as well as varied ceiling heights are
suggested as effective ways of achieving this. The
research report Optimal Learning Spaces suggests
that the use of novel and atypical elements in the
exterior of classrooms creates a unique experience
to inspire students as well as staff.50

FIG. 41 Spaces for children only
45 Ibid., 30.
46 C. Ulrich, “A Place of their Own: Children and the Physical Environment,” Human Ecology 32, no. 2(2004): 11-14.
47 Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 30.

48
49
50

Ibid., 34.
Ibid.
Barrett, et al., Optimal Learning Spaces, 25.

4.9

COLOUR

When deciding on colour choices in learning
environments there tends to be a degree of
subjectivity around which colours are preferred.
When colour is used in a classroom design it can
be observed that the children display increased
attention spans and lower levels of eye fatigue51.
The research by Clever Classrooms concluded
that colour has significant effects on learning and
well-being. Similarly to visual complexity the use
of colour within the learning environment works
on a curvilinear spectrum with too little or too
much colour creating negative results, but finding
a balance in the middle provides positive learning
results.52 In terns of specific colour choices some
studies suggest that younger students prefer bright
colours.53 Optimal learning Spaces discusses the
idea that while white is often considered an ideal
neutral colour it can result in under stimulation.
Under stimulation can result in restlessness and

51 Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 34.
52 Ibid.
53 Kathie Engelbrecht, The Impact of Colour on Learning
(Chicago,IL: Perkins & Will, 2003), [3].

FIG. 43 Too little colour and complexity

difficulty concentrating.54
A colour can be defined by several
factors; hue, saturation, and lightness. A
colour also has perceived brightness which is
described and measured through its luminance.
The lightness of a colour is a key factor in its
luminance. The lightness of a colour can range
from dark (0%) to fully illuminated (100%). A
colour can be lighted or darkened through the
introduction of white or black respectively into
the original hue. However lightness is not the
only factor in the brightness of a colour, each
hue also has an individual base luminance value.
This base value can be determined by making
the colour greyscale and putting it on a spectrum
between white and black, with yellow having the
highest value and blue having the lowest value.
It is the combination of the base luminance value
and the lightness which determines a colours
brightness.
54

Barrett, et al., Optimal Learning Spaces, 25.
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4.10

LINKS TO NATURE

It is suggested that providing children with
experiences of nature and the outdoors can have
profound benefits.55 Wells and Evans suggest that
natural elements buffer the effects of psychological
and physiological stress in children.56 Therefore,
the inclusion of natural elements within the
classroom can help children manage the stresses
of the classroom environment. Clever Classrooms
research indicates that engagement with nature
and outdoor activities leads to: encouraging
interests and problem solving, developing social
relations, improvement in physical and cognitive
development as well as encouraging imaginative
play. Providing outdoor learning areas which can
be easily accessed or integrated into teaching and
learning offers significant benefits and bringing
natural elements such as plants or wooden
furniture into the classroom can also be seen to
have beneficial effects.57

55 Randy White, “Young Children’s Relationship with
Nature: Its Importance to Children’s Development and the
Earth’s Future,” last modified 2004, https://www.whitehutchinson.com/children/articles/childrennature.shtml
56 Nancy M. Wells and Gary W. Evans, “Nearby Nature:
A Buffer of Life Stress Among Rural Children,” Environment
and Behavior 35, no. 3(2003): 311-330.
57 Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 34.

4.11

CONNECTION

School designs that have clear and easy to
navigate circulation have been seen to be
beneficial for students. Benefits of good circulation
space can be significantly increased by strategies
such as library corridors, where books and reading
resources are located in circulation spaces.
Library corridors have been shown to have
significant impacts on enhancing reading levels of
students.58 The Optimal Learning Spaces report
suggests that activity nodes between pathways
can create possibilities for extra learning and
positive social interaction.59
FIG. 45 Poor circulation design
58
59

FIG. 44 Outdoor learning eviroment vege garden

Ibid., 32-33.
Barrett, et al., Optimal Learning Spaces, 21

FIG. 46 Good circulation design
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5. LEARNING

21ST

SPACES FOR
CENTURY LEARNING

A review of the literature
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63

Having a range of different kinds of spaces
within the learning environment is very important
for a number of reasons. Firstly, it allows for
different kinds of learning to occur within a single
learning environment and, secondly, it works
to accommodate the needs of the individual
learner. As no two people are the same it is
only natural that not all people work best in the
same conditions. Having a more varied range
of spaces will cater to a more varied range of
learning. Debate and discussion around learning
spaces for 21st century learning can be broadly
divided into two categories. Firstly, the kinds of
groups and activities required within a learning
environment in order to facilitate comprehensive
21st century learning experiences. Secondly, the
kinds of spaces that are needed to be designed
to accommodate the groups and activities that
are deemed to be important to support enhanced
learning outcomes.

5.1

GROUPS AND ACTIVITIES
This portion of the discussion revolves more
around the needs of the student and creating
the kind of learning that will allow them to
develop the skills, attributes, and core learning
competencies that will allow them to become a
successful lifelong learner. Amongst the New
Zealand Ministry of Education’s requirements for
innovative learning environments they request
four kinds of group sizes60 to be supported within
a learning space. The spaces need to be able to
cater for; individual work, small group work, larger
group work, and whole class work. However,
there is very little information from the Ministry
of Education that breaks down what is required
of the spaces and how they are to be used.
60 Ministry of Education, “Flexible Learning Spaces,”
accessed 30 Sep. 2015, http://www.education.govt.nz/school/
property/state-schools/design-standards/flexible-learning-spaces/

There is not even any information about what
constitutes small or large groups. One of the texts
that has become popular amongst educators in
resolving many of the questions around the need
for teaching different group sizes is by David D
Thornburg.61 Thornburg discusses four metaphors
for learning and how they apply in the past, how
they are relevant now, and how they may become
predominant in the age of cyberspace and the
Internet. While Thornburg’s original book was
written in 1999 it has been updated in 200762 to
ensure the concepts discussed are more relevant
to the current state of learning. The concepts he
espouses are:
61 David D. Thornburg, Campfires in Cyberspace (Torquay,
Torbay:Starsong Publications, 1999).
62 David D. Thornburg, Campfires in Cyberspace: Primordial Metaphors for Learning in the 21st Century (Lake
Barrington,Ill.:Thornburg Center for Professional Development, 2007).

64

65

THE CAMPFIRE

5.1.1
In Thornburg’s first metaphor he talks about the
campfire. For thousands of years storytelling has
been a major component of knowledge sharing.
Historically this commonly occurred around a
campfire with elders telling stories with underlying
metaphors and morals that gave insight into
the world around them. It can also be seen in
education where historically intellectuals, such
as Socrates, gathered with students and told
them stories of things they had learned. In more
recent times this can be seen in conferences
and seminars, when guest speakers convey
information with a combination of research as
well as anecdotes and metaphors. The campfire
model of knowledge delivery from an expert on
the subject is important but does not stand alone.

5.1.2

THE WATERING HOLE

Thornburg’s second metaphor is the watering
hole. As with campfires, educational watering
holes have a deep resonance in history. They
are a platform for discussing information, news,
and discoveries amongst peers when gathered in
a particular place. Historically watering holes or
wells served the purpose as people would talk and
share information when collecting water. In more
recent times the platform for informal discussions
of information and news and discoveries has
been seen around places such as water coolers
and photocopiers.

FIG. 48 Students gathering at water fountain

FIG. 47 Campfire style learning
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5.1.3

THE CAVE

5.1.4

The campfire puts one in contact with experts,
the watering hole puts one in contact with one’s
peers. Thornburg also discusses the need for
another kind of space, one that creates contact
with oneself. Historically isolation has had an
important role in many cultures, this isolation
being in caves, forests, or as part of a great ritual.
Native American tribes achieved this through
vision quests, spending several days living off the
land with nothing but a blanket. For monks this
isolation is in the form of prayer and meditation,
for Isaac Newton it was under an apple tree, while
for Moses it was in the wilderness. Thornburg
argues that in learning about any subject there
is a need at some point to internalise that
information. Thornburg calls this “the cave” and
says that this place for individual reflection and
contemplation is an important space to have in
learning environments.

LIFE

Knowledge is accumulated from campfires,
watering holes and in caves, but Thornburg
proposes that there is a final element essential to
the learning process, which he calls “life.” Life is
the application of the knowledge one has gained
to a given task. In doing this it exposes the gaps
and weak points in one’s own knowledge, but also
acts as a method of reinforcement for existing
knowledge. This would suggest that opportunities
for authentic learning need to be available for
students and that classroom spaces need to be
designed so that students can undertake these
authentic learning experiences.
FIG. 50 Students solving puzzles with geometric shapes

FIG. 49 Student learning alone
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5.1.5

THE SANDPIT

5.1.6

THE MOUNTAIN

There have been a number of educators who have
taken Thornburg’s work and adapted and built
upon it to benefit their own educational paradigms.
An example of this can be seen in New Zealand
from CORE Education. CORE Education is one of
the largest providers of professional development
for educators with the New Zealand. They have
developed and built upon Thornburg’s model
and have proposed two other kinds of learning
space:63
63 CORE Education, “Caves, Campfires and Watering
Holes,” accessed September 28, 2015, http://www.events.
core-ed.org/sites/events.core-ed.org/files/Caves-campfires-wateringholes.pdf

FIG. 51 Student making a self suporting structure

FIG. 52 Student presenting a project to his class

The sandpit builds upon Thornburg’s idea of life.
A sandpit is intended to be a place where ideas
are tested and applied, like Thornburg’s idea of
life, but more than this they are intended to be
a place where experimentation and prototypes of
these ideas can be used to create new knowledge
and understanding.

The mountain is a place where one can gain
knowledge through presenting one’s own ideas to
experts or peers. This is intended as a celebration
of one’s own achievements and a platform for
receiving constructive criticism.
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5.2

LEARNING SPACES

The second key area of discussion relates more
to teachers and creating teaching spaces that
maximise their ability to teach the skills, attributes
and core learning competencies that students
need to develop. If we accept that there is a need
to learn from experts, peers, and through selfreflection as well as a need to further develop that
learning through application, experimentation,
prototyping, and the presentation of one’s ideas
then earning environments must be spaces that
cater to these learning needs.
Traditional single cell classrooms only have
one learning space which was an example of a
campfire style space for knowledge to be received
from an expert. With the introduction of innovative
learning environments the Ministry of Education
have introduced a number of other spaces to be
included. The spaces include: breakout spaces,
learning streets, teaching spaces and outdoor
learning areas.

5.2.1

BREAKOUT SPACES

5.2.5

WET AREAS

FIG. 53 A break out space

FIG. 54 Wet area within a classroom

Breakout spaces are intended to be quiet areas
for small groups or individuals. The Ministry also
requests large breakout areas for whole class
size group activities. In the case of small breakout
spaces they can be used as a learning cave for
individual reflection and consolidation, they can
also be used as a watering hole for discussion
between peers, as well as a campfire space for
discussions between the teacher and a small
group of students. Breakout spaces are seen to
be an effective tool. 64 65 66

While wet Areas are not mentioned in the
requirements for flexible learning classrooms by
the New Zealand Ministry of Education, many
schools include them within their learning spaces.
Ken Fisher discusses the benefits of having
project spaces and wet areas suggesting that the
spaces should have a variety of work surfaces,
access to tools and technology, and infrastructure
such as sinks and wash up areas. The spaces can
be seen to encourage critical thinking, problemsolving, and teamwork.76
The development of learning spaces proposed
by the Ministry of Education is seen to be backed
up by other research. In Fisher’s research he
also suggests the inclusion of spaces such as
presentation and display spaces, relief areas,
collaboration incubators, and specialist focus
areas.

64 Kenn Fisher, ”Linking Pedagogy and Space,” last
modified March, 16, 2005, http://www.education.vic.gov.au/
Documents/school/principals/infrastructure/pedagogyspace.
pdf?Redirect=1
65 Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 32-33.
66 Mark Osborne, Modern Learning Environments CORE
Education White Papers, (Christchurch, N.Z.: CORE Education, 2013), 4.

76

Fisher, “Linking Pedagogy and Space.”
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5.2.2

OUTDOOR LEARNING AREAS

FIG. 55 An outdoor learning area

The Ministry of Education suggests that outdoor
learning areas should be used like other breakout
spaces, and also that they should be directly
accessible from the main learning area.67
However, other research suggests that outdoor
learning areas can be used as a unique learning
space, providing a more diverse range of learning
activities. Fisher describes outdoor learning
spaces as a space that can be any scale and can
cater not only to small groups but also informal
learning activities as well.68 The Victoria State
Government paper on learning environments
takes this further, seeing outdoor learning areas
as a space to stimulate the imagination of students
67
68

Ministry of Education, “Flexible Learning Spaces.”
Fisher, “Linking Pedagogy and Space.”

as well as to develop social and motor skills. 69 On
top of this they say outdoor learning spaces can be
used for play. enquiry based learning, teamwork
and physical fitness. The model described by
the Victoria State Government would allow for a
versatile range of learning to occur.70 The Victoria
State Government believe, like the New Zealand
Ministry of Education, that the spaces should be
connected to a main learning area so that they
can be readily accessed and act as an extension
of the main learning area.71

69 Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Pedagogy and Space: Transforming Learning Through
Innovation (Victoria, Aus: Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development, 2019).
70 Ibid., 18.
71 Ibid.

5.2.3

TEACHER WORKSPACES

5.2.4

LEARNING STREETS

FIG. 56 Teacher preparing lesson in teacher space

FIG. 57 learning areas in circulation spaces

The New Zealand Ministry of Education describes
the need for teachers to have a space to plan,
collaborate and socialise. The space would act
like a breakout room for teachers, allowing them
to work individually or in small groups to prepare
and plan teaching lessons72. Fisher also discusses
the need for such a space. He believes the space
encourages teamwork and mentoring between
teachers.73

The New Zealand Ministry of Education considers
learning streets an effective use of the redundant
circulation space often found in older schools.74
Clever Classrooms suggests the use of corridors
as potential learning streets. Including books and
other library resources has been shown to have
positive impacts on student reading. However,
they should be only used when the corridor
has sufficient space to accommodate both the
circulation needs and the library resources.75

72
73

74
75

Ministry of Education, “Flexible Learning Spaces.”
Fisher, “Linking Pedagogy and Space.”

Ministry of Education, “Flexible Learning Spaces.”
Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 32-33.
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5.2.9
5.2.6

PRESENTATION SPACES

FIG. 58 Student presenting work to his class

Presentation spaces are intended to allow
individuals or groups to demonstrate or present
in front of others. The spaces allow for mountainstyle learning to occur and for students to share
acquired skills and knowledge.77

77

Ibid.

5.2.7

DISPLAY SPACES

5.2.8

RELIEF AREAS

COMMUNITY ORIENTED
AREAS AND WELCOMING
ENTRIES

FIG. 59 Students work displayed in class

FIG. 60 Students gathering in relief area

The display spaces Fisher describes can come
in the form of whiteboards or smart boards for
teachers and students to use during learning.
However, they can also be places to display
student work. These types of spaces are also
considered to be mountain-style learning areas. If
student work is displayed in circulation spaces, or
other more public areas, there is potential for the
work to be viewed by a much larger audience.78

Relief areas are spaces separated from the
main learning area. They are intended to provide
psychological and physiological relief from the
more formal learning environments. They can be
used as cave and waterhole learning areas for
self-reflection and informal discussion. 79
In The Victoria State Government’s
report on types of learning spaces they also
discuss learning spaces that are not included
in the requirements for innovative learning
environments. These spaces include community
oriented spaces and specialist focus areas. 80

Community oriented areas are spaces that
can provide service to both the school and the
community. These spaces can develop better
relations between the two groups.81 Having
welcoming entries into the school is also suggested
as another way of building relations with parents,
families and the wider community. The Victoria
State Government believes that these welcoming
entries and community areas are effective places
to display student work and provide notices about
upcoming events.82

79 Ibid.
80 Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Pedagogy and Space.

81 Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Pedagogy and Space, 17-19.
82 Ibid.
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Ibid.

FIG. 61 Entrance to school
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5.2.11

5.2.10

Within the New York Hall of Science, the
architectural firm, SITU Studio has been
commissioned on two occasions to design
learning spaces, once in 201285 to design a
Makerspace, and in 201486 to create a Design
Lab. Makerspace and Design Lab are semipermanent exhibitions that act as a fun and
interactive way to get students engaged with
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) learning. The space is a retrofit of
the existing exhibition space found in the central
pavilion. The Design Lab builds upon the ideas
of Makerspace. The Design Lab is made up of
five learning rooms within the larger space, with
different kinds of learning and topics being taught
in each of the specialty areas.
The structure of the existing space utilises a
central column that branches out in a tree like
fashion to support the roof, with the rest of the
structure being the exterior wall. The tree house
specialty space utilises the central structural
column. The other four spaces are self-supported
structures. As all of these spaces are retrofitted
they carry no structural loading for the actual
building which allows them to be put up and
removed easily if modifications to the space are
required in the future.

SPECIALIST FOCUS AREAS
Both Fisher and the Victorian State Government
discuss specialist focus areas as being important
for learning.83 84 Specialist focus areas are spaces
that include specialist equipment or technology
which means that particular learning activities
can only occur within those spaces. An example
of how specialist focus areas can be designed in
a more flexible way can be seen in the New York
Hall of Science with their Design Lab.

83
84

Ibid.,16.
Fisher, “Linking Pedagogy and Space.”

FIG. 62 Food technology room

NEW YORK HALL OF
SCIENCE

FIG. 63 Hard materials rooms

85 Rafael Magrou, “Situ Studio: Situ Fabrication,” L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui no. 391 (2012): 68.
86 Jen Renzi, “Where Ideas Blast Off,” Interior Design
September (2014): 121-124.

FIG. 64 Sandbox: Dowel Construction

FIG. 65 Studio: Circuit Building

FIG. 66 Makerspace
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5.3

CONCUSION TO
LITTURATUE REVIEW

In order to design learning environments that
provide the maximum potential to enhance
learning, the design brief as stated by the New
Zealand Ministry of Education needs to be
expanded to include the ideas from other research
sources regarding learning spaces and design
elements that are shown to have a positive impact
on enhancing student wellbeing and achievement.
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6. CREATING

A 21ST CENTURY
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

A Design process

82

83

6.1

SITE SELECTION

New Lynn is a development node within the
Auckland unitary plan, and is expected to have
significant population growth in the coming years as
a result of the city’s plans to intensify development
in the areas around this transportation hub.
Arahoe School, is a school in the New Lynn area
and has already been selected for development
and is to receive eight new learning spaces within
the next year. The scale of the development
will be increased in this design process to a full
redevelopment.
In terms of the school’s pedagogy Araohoe
is in the process of developing a range of themed
outdoor learning areas so that learning can take
place both indoors and outdoors. They also have
a range of integrated learning activities such as
composting, worm farms, veggie gardens water
recycling and beehives which aim to get students
engaged with concepts such as sustainability and
have these ideas integrated into their core learning
areas. The school also has some development
into specialist areas for topics such as robotics.
These pedagogical ideas are intended to be
developed and extended in the design process.

6.2

METHODOLOGY

Research indicates that the aspects which
most significantly affect learning outcomes
are the quality of the individual level elements
(design elements and spaces that students are
immediately engaged with at the time they are
learning), followed by the quality of the classrooms
level elements (design elements and spaces
of the wider learning environment that they are
occupying).87 Least significant are the school
level elements (design elements and spaces of
the overall school design). As this project aims to
design in a manner that maximises the potential
learning benefits of learning within the learning
environments the project will build up from little
to big:
87

Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 15.

Learning spaces
Learning families
Learning neighbourhoods
Learning communities
Learning school
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6.3

DESIGNING FOR LEARNING SPACES

6.3.1LEARNING SPACES
1x Small break out space
The space will act as a traditional small breakout
space for individualised work or one on one
discussion with a teacher or learning coach.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Cave
Small campfire

1x Small break out space
2x Medium break out spaces
These spaces can act as breakout spaces for
medium sized groups, for quieter activities for a
teacher or learning coach to discuss with a group
4-8 students, or for the small group to undertake
independent learning activities. As they will be
soundproofed the spaces can also be used as
more noisy collaboration incubators for children
to discuss and plan activities in groups.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Cave
Watering hole
Campfire

2x Medium break out spaces

1x Large break out space

1x Wet area breakout space

1x Flexible breakout space

1x Large break out space
This space can be used as a space for teaching
large groups or a whole class. Due to its size
adding a data projector can allow the space to be
used as a presentation room.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Campfire
Mountain

2x Wet areas
1x Teacher space
1x Small break out space
FIG. 67 proposed learning spaces

1x Wet area breakout space
The wet breakout area will act as a more
traditional breakout space. However it will have
the same floor and surface treatment as the wet
areas. This will allow teachers and students to
utilise the space for art, science, prototyping and
other messy activities.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Sand pit
Campfire

2x Wet areas
Each wet area will be large enough to
accommodate at least a whole class undertaking
art, science, or other messy forms of learning
activities. It will have the appropriate surface
treatment and facilities to accommodate this type
of work.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Sand pit
Campfire

1x Flexible breakout space
This breakout space will have one dynamic wall
made up of large foam blocks. When required
the foam blocks can quickly be un-stacked and
used as seating for the students during whole
class teaching, and student seminars and
presentations.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Cave
Campfire
Mountain

1x Teacher space
The space will be equipped with the necessary
facilities for teachers. The space will be
positioned in a way that will allow teachers to
maintain passive observation of the students in
the learning environments, and the space will be
connected to a storage area to allow teachers
access to necessary resources when planning
learning experiences.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Cave
Watering hole
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6.3.2

LEARNING FAMILY

6.3.2

+
FIG. 68 Learning spaces

A learning family will consist of the equivalent of
2-3 traditional classrooms, making the assumption
that each traditional classroom contains 1 teacher
and approximately 25 students. Using the floor
area to student ratio achieved in Waitākiri School
of 4.2m2 per student this will allow for 210m2 315m2 per learning family.
After introducing the learning spaces mentioned
previously into the allocated floor space of the
learning family several new learning spaces are
created.

=
FIG. 69 Floor area allowed

LEARNING FAMILY

FIG. 70 Learning family

Large presentation space
The positioning of the breakout spaces and other
rooms creates an area for a large presentation
space within the learning family. This presentation
space can be used for students to present their
work in front of large groups, or can be used by
teachers to address whole class or multi class
groups. This space is aided by the positioning of
the flexible breakout space, which allows access
to more seating when required.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Mountain
Campfire

Display spaces
The walls on the outside of the breakout and
other learning spaces can be used to display the
work of students. Students may gather in this
area to discuss the work they are undertaking or
displaying.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Mountain
Watering hole
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6.3.3

LEARNING NEIGHBOURHOOD

+
FIG. 71 Learning Family

Two learning families joined together creates
one learning neighbourhood. Between the two
learning families there will be a learning street.
The learning street will feature areas for students
to display work, as well as being a library corridor
to give students access to books and other
resources. The learning street will also act as
a relief space between the two formal learning
areas. In the centre of the learning street will be a
specialist focus area known as a topic room. The
topic room will be the same size and shape in all
leaning neighbourhoods around the school and
will be designed to accommodate an installation
that specifically caters to a particular learning
topic.

=
FIG. 72 Learning Street + Topic Room + display spaces

FIG. 73 Learning Neighbourhood

Learning street
Including a library corridor in the learning street
will allow students to have much greater access
to books and resources than they would in a
normal learning environment. The learning street
will have the necessary spaces for quiet reading
as well as small group discussions, much like a
normal library would.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Cave
Watering hole

Display spaces
There will be spaces to display student work and
projects. As these display spaces are located in
a main circulation path and between two learning
families the work will be displayed to a much
larger audience.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Mountain
Watering hole
Relief area
The learning street will also act as an informal
(relief) area between the two formal learning
areas and can be used for reflection and informal
discussions. As young students and students
with learning impairments can sometimes get
overwhelmed by large groups and stressful
situations they will be able to use this space as
a relief from the busier areas. Students who are
having behaviour issues can also use this as a
place to have time to themselves when necessary.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Cave
Watering hole

Specialist focus area
The students will be able to use these spaces
for specialised areas of learning. As the spaces
are designed to contain a range of temporary
installations, dependent on the learning focus at
the time, the possibilities of the types of learning
that can occur within these spaces is very
broad. The floor in the topic room area will have
the same treatment as that in the wet areas to
further broaden the possibilities of what can be
undertaken in these spaces.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Sandpit
Campfire
Watering hole
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+
FIG. 74 Learning Neighbourhood

FIG. 76 Learning Community

=

6.3.4

LEARNING COMMUNITIES
Two learning neighbourhoods, in combination
with an outdoor learning area, will be a learning
community.

FIG. 75 Outdoor Learning Area

Outdoor learning area
The outdoor learning areas throughout the school
will have many of the same functions of the main
learning area but in an outdoor setting. There is
intended to be ample space and facilities for at least
2 classroom equivalents of students to be able
to learn within the outdoor learning environment
at any given time. The area design will allow for
teacher to student based learning, or student to
student based learning. The space will be able to
cater for presentations and performances from
both teachers and students. Some of the outdoor
learning areas will also have quiet spaces, to act
as equivalents of the breakout rooms. The outdoor
learning areas are also intended to be able to be
used in break times by students as a play area
and for informal activities. The spaces will have
equipment that will allow extra learning to occur
during play times in a fun and enjoyable way.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Sandpit
Campfire
Watering hole
Cave
Mountain
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6.3.5

WHOLE SCHOOL

Welcoming entrances and community orientated
areas are features that create better relationships
between the school and its community. Areas that
welcome parents and family members into the
school can create greater opportunities for the
parents and family members to become more
involved with student learning. Increased family
involvement has been shown to have positive
effects on learning outcomes.88
Currently the two entrances at Arahoe School do
not act in a welcoming manner. One entrance
passes through the staff car park and the other
has a significant drop off in topography, both of
these factors can act as psychological barriers.
These entrances will be replaced with a wide
circulation path connecting the two entrances .
FIG. 77 Connecting entrances

FIG. 78 Adjusting for topography

88 Lance Emerson, et al, Parental Engagement in Learning and Schooling: Lessons from Research (Western Creek,
ACT: Family-School and Community Partnerships Bureau,
2012).
.
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FIG. 79 Parent Zone

FIG. 80 Adjusting for topography

.There will also be an additional entrance added
which is flush with the topography in Arahoe
Road. This new entrance will continue inward and
link in with the ‘Parent Zone’. The parent zone is
an area of the school which will contain many of
the facilities that a parent or family member of a
student might engage with during the student’s
time at the school. These facilities include:
The staff and administration areas for parents
to visit teachers, principals, deputy principals,
picking up students from the sick bay, and the
school office.
The hall which may be visited when
picking up students from afterschool care or
holiday program or for school performances and
shows. The library which may also be used for
after school care, holiday programs and other
community based activities outside of school
hours. The netball courts and school pool which
could be visited by parents dropping off or picking
up students for training after school or at the
weekends.

The parent zone is located in the centre of the
school. The aim is to try and get parents and family
members more engaged with the school and,
as a result, they will feel welcome and become
more engaged with their children’s learning.
There will also be a café located in the staff and
administration block near the new entrance to
the school. This café will be open for use by both
staff and family of the students. This space aims
to foster positive relationships between teachers
and parents as well as between parents and other
parents with the intention of fostering a stronger
sense of school community.
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Each learning neighbourhood contains five
classroom equivalents of approximately 25
students, or a total of approximately 125 students.
This means each learning neighbourhood caters
to approximately one year level of students. The
learning neighbourhood template is duplicated
around the school and then modified for
topography and the age of the students. As part
of this process some of the learning communities
will be integrated with other functions around the
school. For example, the Year 5 and 6 learning
community will be integrated with access to the
main library to allow for the more project based
learning activities being done at this age.

FIG. 81 Positioning Model learning neighbourhoods

FIG. 82 Adjusting year 0-1 bock

Community Oriented Areas.
The café and other community orientated spaces
will allow for social interaction and the exchange
of knowledge between a parent, and the teachers
as well as with other parents.
Leaning styles facilitated:
Watering hole
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FIG. 83 Adding school hall, library staffroom and sports areas

FIG. 84 Adjusting to fit

FIG. 85 Adding outdoor learning Areas

FIG. 86 Adding Kindergarten
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6.4

DESIGNING FOR DESIGN
ELEMENTS

6.4.1

LIGHTING, AIR QUALITY
AND TEMPERATURE
Lighting, air quality and temperature control
will in part be achieved by having a range of
different window heights and sizes in the learning
neighbourhoods. Having opening windows in a
range of heights and sizes allows teachers and
students to have more control over airflow and
temperature.
The learning families and the learning
street will be able to be separated from each other
if necessary through the use of sliding doors,
allowing mechanical ventilation and heating
systems to work more effectively. These doors can
also be opened up for work as one collaborative
system if that is seen to be more beneficial at a
particular time.

The window positioning within the
learning environments will aim to maximise light
from the east, west, and south. Light from these
directions will maximise the potential for natural
light within the learning environment, while having
minimal negative effects such as overheating
or glare during school hours. The roof above
the learning street will be recessed to allow for
clerestory windows that will provide extra natural
lighting within the classroom

6.4.2

ACOUSTICS

The use of materials with good acoustic properties
throughout the learning environments will help
reduce background noise within the spaces.
The breakout spaces will be sound proofed.
This will allow for both noisy and quiet activities
in the breakout spaces and ensure they can be
acoustically separated from the other learning
spaces.

6.4.4

OWNERSHIP

There will be a range of places to display children’s
work within the learning families and learning
neighbourhoods as well as within the ‘parent
zone’. This range of display areas allows for
students to foster the feeling of having ownership,
identity and belonging within the immediate
learning environment, the extended learning
environment and within the whole school. The
spaces are also designed to accommodate child
centred furniture and equipment.
Research suggests L and T shaped
learning spaces have been found to be more
effective than box shaped floor plans for fostering a
sense of ownership and identity amongst students,
due to their more identifiable layouts.89 The floor
plan of the learning family and neighbourhood are
89

Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 31.

a rectangular shape. However, the positioning
of the breakout spaces and other rooms within
each learning family give the main learning space
double L or double T shapes, creating U or H
shaped main learning areas. The model learning
neighbourhood template will be modified to take
advantage of the topography and view lines,
resulting in the neighbourhood creating V and Y
shaped floor plans for the neighbourhood. These
shapes are intended to create the same kinds of
identifiable layouts seen in L and T shaped plans
studied.
A range of window heights and sizes
will be designed to help facilitate air quality and
temperature control, some of these windows will
be positioned at heights only children can view to
reflect the child centred focus of the classrooms

and help foster a sense of ownership over the
learning space.
The outdoor learning areas connected
with the learning communities will be themed.
These themes will be architecturalised through
the colour and forms of the buildings to create
recognisable zones within the school with which
students can identify.
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6.4.3

FLEXIBILITY

The multipurpose main learning area has been
designed to accommodate a range of teaching
activities and teaching styles. The learning
families can each be divided into 2 or 3 main
learning spaces as the school may, from time to
time, not wish to undertake co-teaching. Each
learning family has the potential to be used as 2-3
teacher co-teaching environments. Alternatively,
the whole learning neighbourhood can be used as
one large, five teacher co-teaching environment
if the school wishes to attempt this version of coteaching.
The learning neighbourhood model will be
replicated around the site and will be modified to
cater for the different needs of students of different
ages, (such as younger students requiring more
complex rooms shapes with more learning zones,

and older students requiring more simple rooms
shapes with larger learning zones). This will give
flexibility to the needs of different age groups.
Within the learning families the range of breakout
space sizes and locations will allow for a more
versatile range of learning to occur in more varied
areas of the learning environment. The small and
medium sized breakout spaces will be accessible
from both the main learning area and the large
breakout space. This will allow students to branch
off from the main learning group and perform quiet
or collaborative learning activities, regardless of
whether the main learning group is in the main
learning area or the large breakout space.
The wet areas within the learning families
are much larger than those seen in most schools,
or innovative learning environments. This

decision is so that the potential for Art, Science
and other messy learning activities will not be
limited. While it is possible to undertake normal
learning activities in a wet area, it is not possible
to do these messy activities in the main learning
area without risking damage to carpets and other
elements. By making the wet areas large enough
that normal learning activities can be performed
in them helps to remove potential limitations on
teaching activities being caused by the design of
the space.
The structure of the learning families
and neighbourhood will assist the adaptability of
the space and have the potential to cater to long
term changes in pedagogy and teaching style.
All of the structural elements and services will be
in the exterior walls of the learning families and

none of the internal walls of the learning family will
be load bearing. This will allow the spaces to be
redeveloped and modernised much more easily
at a later date, if desired, through the school’s 5
year Property Grant.
The topic room in the centre of the learning
street will allow the learning neighbourhood to
be flexible and adaptable in the short to medium
term. In terms of flexibility it will add an extra
learning space that can cater to a range of
learning activities that can be changed over time.
In terms of adaptability the topic room can have
installations designed for it that can assist with
changes in pedagogy and teaching styles in the
short to medium term. Countries such as New
Zealand and Finland have embraced teaching
and learning pedagogies that involve a lot more

integrated learning (learning though the teaching
of a particular topic with the traditional subjects
such as reading, writing, and math integrated into
that learning process, as opposed to teaching the
traditional learning subjects separately). The topic
room could play a central role in promoting this
pedagogy.
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6.4.5

COMPLEXITY + COLOUR
Dealing with complexity and colour within the
learning environment is about finding the right
balance, to provide the benefits of extra mental
stimulation without becoming distracting.
In terms of colours within the learning environment,
as previously mentioned, it has been suggested
that younger children prefer brighter colours90
These bright colours will be used on key design
elements and feature walls and then supplemented
with more neutral colours. 				
As the brightness of a colours is defined
by its base luminance combined with its lightness.
Hues were selected within the desired colour
ranges (Magenta, Cyan, Green, and Yellow)
that had relatively high base luminance. These
hues were then tinted (the addition of white) to
increases lightness of a colour. This process
was used to ensure the colours were considered
bright, and would give the benefits bright colours
are seen to provide for children.
90

Engelbrecht, The Impact of Colour on Learning, [3].

CONNECTION

In terms of complexity within the learning
environment, elements such as the shape of the
floor plan and the height of ceilings have been
identified as ways of incorporating flexibility
without being overwhelming. As mentioned above
in the ownership section the learning areas will
take up shapes such as H’s and U’s. The floor
plans of some of the learning neighbourhoods will
create V and Y shapes.
There will also be variation of ceiling
height in the learning street and breakout spaces.
The lower roof and ceiling height in the learning
street will allow for high windows to be placed,
admitting more natural light to the learning area.
The lower ceiling within the breakout spaces
should create a more intimate environment for
collaboration and cave style learning.
The exterior design of the learning environments
can be used as an opportunity to inspire students
and staff. There will be an increase in the use of
colour and complexity, and the use of novel or
atypical elements to do this.

6.4.7
Circulation and connection spaces are often
seen as dead spaces within a school where no
learning is achieved and they are considered
to be merely a functional necessity, much like
toilets. Being able to create educational value in
these spaces can be of significant benefit. The
circulation and connection spaces within the
learning neighbourhood come in the form of the
learning street. The learning street includes a
corridor library and display spaces to celebrate
student work and achievements.
The main connection space of the school
comes in the form of the path that connects the
two existing entrances and the parent zone. These
will be orientating elements for the students.
Having an orientating feature has been seen to be
beneficial for students, particularly younger ones,
as they can struggle to comprehend the scale
and complexity of the school environments.91
The connection path between entrances will also
include activity nodes, creating opportunities for
extra learning and social interaction.

91

Barrett et al., Clever Classrooms, 32.

FIG. 90 Library books for Learning Street
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FIG. 87 Outdoor play area

6.4.6

FIG. 88 Outdoor learning activities

LINKS TO NATURE

Having a connection to natural elements and
outdoor areas has been shown to have profound
benefits in a range of areas, including the
ability to buffer physiological and psychological
stresses, as well as aiding physical and cognitive
development. It is important to create meaningful
engagement with these natural elements in both
the immediate and wider learning environments.
Outdoor learning areas play a big role
in creating this connection. These areas will be
rich in natural elements, such as plantings and
landscaping, and will also utilise natural materials,
such as timber. Natural elements will also be
introduced into the main learning environments
themselves through the use of natural materials,
plants and plantings.

In the interest of creating the potential for
integrated learning within the curriculum some
of these outdoor learning areas will implement
sustainable practices such as composting, worm
farms, water collection and recycling, and veggie
gardens inways that are readily accessible to
students and teachers so they can be included in
aspects of the wider curriculum. Similar integrated
learning ideas will also be implemented through
leaving aspects of the building structure (framing,
wiring, etc.) exposed to view behind clear panels,
giving children a greater understanding of the
building and construction process to increase
their interest and curiosity about the world around
them.
FIG. 89 Outdoor Learning Area
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7.

FINAL DESIGN
THE CHANGING

SPACE OF

EDUCATION
DANIEL YOUNG

EXPLODED AXONOMETRIC 1:200

FIG. 91 Exploded axo - Not to scale
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FIG. 92 Model learning neighbourhood - Not to scale

FIG. 93 Site plan - Not to scale

MODEL LEARNING NEIGHBOURHOOD TEMPLATE
SITE PLAN 1:500
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SPACE ZOO LEARNING COMMUNITY
YEAR 0-1

E ZOO LEARNING COMMUNITY

-1

SPACE ZOO - MAIN LEARNING SPACE

SPACE ZOO FLOOR PLAN 1:100

SPACE ZOO - LEARNING STREET + LIBRARY CORRIDOR

FIG. 94 Yeor 0-1, Space Zoo

ZOO - MAIN LEARNING SPACE

SPACE ZOO FLOOR PLAN 1:100

SPACE ZOO - LEARNING STREET + LIBRARY CORRIDOR

FIG. 95 Space Zoo floor plans
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THE FOREST LEARNING COMMUNITY
YEAR 2-3

THE FOREST LEARNING COMMUNITY
YEAR 2-3

THE FOREST FLOOR PLAN 1:100

THE FOREST FLOOR PLAN 1:100

FIG. 96 The Forrest Floor plan

THE FOREST - WET SPACE + TEACHER SPACE

FIG. 97 Year 2-3, The Forrest

THE FOREST - LEARNING STREET + TOPIC ROOM
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DESIGN LAB - BREAK OUT SPACE

DESIGN LAB LEARNING COMMUNITY
YEAR 4, 5, 6

DESIGN LAB FLOOR PLAN 1:100

FIG. 99 Design Lab Floor plan

DESIGN LAB - BREAK OUT SPACE

FIG. 98 Year 4,5, and 6, Design Lab
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DESIGN LAB - LEARNING STREET + LIBRARY

SECTION 1:100

FIG. 100 Cross Section - Not to Scale
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8.

CONCLUSION
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SUMMARY AND CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF THE RESEARCH

8.1
This project provides an example of the way
design elements, spaces and contemporary
educational pedagogies can come together to
create Innovative Learning Environments that
are future focused and effective learning spaces
promoting 21st century learning, in a Primary
School context.
The project aims to create an integrated learning
environment that promotes active and powerful
learning experiences. An environment where
students and teachers have opportunities to work
in a variety of settings that support the various
needs of 21st century teaching and learning
experiences. The development of small elements
in to larger elements to form a holistic model,
is in an attempt to construct a range of settings
that, when combined, create a true learning
community, both within the learning environment
and the wider community.
While the project does not look at the economic
factors involved in of the construction of the
school, it does look at economies of scale and
efficiency of design, by designing in a way such
that this style of design could be replicated in other
settings and the school could be cost effectively
redeveloped in the future.

As the project has progressed, it became
apparent that understanding of how people learn,
and how the space being occupied can affect this
learning is very important to student wellbeing
and achieving enhanced student outcomes.
Firstly models of learning were researched and
analysed in order to understand the needs and
goals of new styles of learning. This was followed
by research into the design elements associated
with learning, and how these elements affect the
way one uses a space. Design challenges arouse
when attempting to; combine, integrate and
architecturalise these elements with the notion
of the special requirements of the innovative
learning environment.
Were the project to be realised rather than being
a speculative architectural project it would provide
positive impacts for the whole community, and in
particular to those empowered by working within
the Innovative Learning Environment that has
been articulated and developed.

8.2

FUTURE DIALOG AND DISCUSSION
The process of marrying design elements and
spaces with theories of teaching and learning
is worth further investigation. The concept of an
Innovative Learning Environment is still relatively
new, but will have increasing impact on the state
of the New Zealand Education System as they
become more common and centre stage. Schools,
both worldwide, and locally, will be redeveloped
to meet the changing needs of the 21st century
learner. These redevelopments will inevitably lead
to further research being carried out, clarifying
directions which are being taken. Because of this,
ongoing discussion of their design is important.
A common vocabulary within both design and
educational fields, would assist this discussion.
As this model of learning environment is so new
further long term research into their effectiveness
is needed to refine and further define the direction
that educational environments and pedagogy
should take. The education system has been
developing and changing for centuries, there is

no reason to believe that this will be the final step.
As these developments take place it would
be interesting, and advantageous, to include
teacher and student feedback with regards to the
effectiveness of innovative learning design.
Further research into brain development and the
science of learning, will also play an important
role in the shaping and progression of these
innovative learning environments.
Projects such as this one are important to cater
for future societal needs. There are exciting
times ahead as the architectural field supports
the educational establishment to create spaces
where truly innovative and creative educational
practice flourishes
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